GHz sampling hardware implementation with sub-Nyquist coprime sampling rates.
A sub-Nyquist coprime sampling system for sparse signals is implemented in this article. The proposed system is composed of coprime sampling hardware and a multicoset signal reconstruction algorithm. A pair of uniform samplers is utilized in the hardware to sample a wideband spare analog signal with an uncertain difference in start times. A time difference acquisition module embedded into a field-programmable gate array and a pulse-expanding circuit are then used to measure the difference in start times. Owing to the different frequencies of the two samplers, the coprime sample sets obtained are nonuniform. Before they are used as input to the multicoset signal reconstruction algorithm, these coprime sample sets need to be regrouped into multicoset sample sets according to the sample pattern. The results of experiments indicate that the signals can be reconstructed at an equivalent rate of the order of gigahertz from sub-Nyquist samples acquired by the designed coprime acquisition system.